This essay sketches some of the broader sociopolitical and academic conditions of possibility at the time of the founding of the SKAT Section of the American sociological Association, noting the diversity of concerned groups and the affordances of epistemological diversity. I situate my own development as an early STS scholar, and discuss the growing salience of (post)colonial STS and concerns regarding current STS training and publishing.
Introduction
To mark the 25 th anniversary of the Science, Knowledge and Technology Section (SKAT) of the American Sociological Association, its newsletter offered an excellent article on its founding. 2 But the origins of STS and SKAT in the context of their broader sociopolitical and academic conditions of possibility transnationally are not widely known. In this essay's first section I sketch some of these conditions. One theme concerns the diversity of groups concerned with sciences, technologies and medicines (hereafter STEMS), and another the affordances of pluralist approaches to knowledge--epistemological diversity (Anderson 2006, 8) . I then briefly situate my own development as an early STS scholar whose work crosses disciplinary and other divides. In the last section I discuss some concerns regarding future STS training and publishing, and the growing salience of (post)colonial STS. While I use our usual shorth "STS," I mean feminist /or non-feminist science, technology and medicine studies.
Situating SKAT and STS
Broader activist and academic political situations at the time of SKAT's emergence contributed to its being founded as a section called SKAT rather than the sociology of science. SKAT is the North American instantiation of transnational, transdisciplinary allied but distinctive social movement-like groupings centered on the study of sciences, technologies, and medicines, including feminist approaches. They emerged from 1960s-inspired politics and had earlier progressive roots. That is, if there was a "long civil rights movement" as Alondra Nelson (2013) has eloquently demonstrated, there was also a "long (feminist) science, technology and medicine studies movement." After WWII, the Cold War was built on STEMS through superb state support under capitalist, communist, and other regimes. STEMS criticism (parallel to art criticism) emerged quickly and powerfully, especially in Britain (e.g., Werskey 1978 The U.K. tradition of scientists as policy wonks and public intellectuals was overtly recognized at the University of Edinburgh, which established a Science Studies Unit in 1966. 4 It taught a required course for all science and engineering students toward better fulfilling their roles far beyond the laboratory. David Edge ([1998] 1999) , Unit co-founder and founding editor of Social Studies of Science, later noted that the course first quite radically:
presented…the "ecology" of the scientific community…what specialties scientists pursued, where (…in what institutions in what countries), who pays for their service. This demonstrated vividly the imbalance between the size of Rich World and Third World science (and its foci), and the extent to which scientists are financed by military and "big business" interests. Second, we presented a kind of "map" of the "political roles" which scientists play--within industry and governmental institutions; as "in-house advisers"… in "freelance" or "outsider" groups (such as…Greenpeace and the Union of Concerned Scientists).
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For the 50 th anniversary volume, see Mazerani and Schyfter (in preparation) .
British scientists were seen as needing some STS to do their policy work! Meanwhile, in North American academia, disciplinary organizations studying STEMS emerged early including the History of Science Society (1924), the American Association for the History of Medicine (1925) , the Philosophy of Science Society (1933) the Society for the History of Technology (1958) , the Medical Sociology Section of the ASA (1959), and the Society for Medical Anthropology of the American Anthropological Association (1967) . These disciplinary sites were often and sometimes remain inhospitable to the hybrid analytics and multidisciplinary approaches common in STS.
Post-WWII American sociology, significantly including the sociology of science (Zuckerman 1979) , was dominated by functionalism. However, outsider groups perceived ASA meetings and journals as "closed shops." Two such groups institutionalized themselves to address their exclusion. One was an amalgam of progressives who bed together as the Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP) in 1951, committed to what we now term social justice. 5 The second group was symbolic interactionists of the Chicago School who institutionalized as the Society for the Study of Symbolic Interactionism (SSSI) c1975. 6 Significant here, both the SSSP and the SSSI welcomed early STS work, itself often both critical and constructionist. Marxists could not organize an ASA section using his name until c1975, dwelling largely in the SSSP until then. On the history of the SSSP see http://www.sssp1.org/index.cfm/m/453/locationSectionId/0/Who_We_Are (last accessed 6/24/16). US scientists also became involved in activist organizations in tandem with British colleagues. Some were transnational, such as Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR), which from 1983 to 2013 sought to provide input on policy and public debate. Others took on projects on sexism and racism in academic science, including R. C. Lewontin, Stephen Jay Gould, Ruth Hubbard and Ruth Bleier. These and many others hoped for a joining of Science and Liberation--the title of a book published in 1980 (Arditti, Brennan and Cavrak 1980 )--and were committed public intellectuals. There was much overlap among progressive communities, and shared concerns among graduate students from the 1960s onwards that our education and future scholarship should engage such commitments more explicitly towards building what we fervently hoped would be a new world order.
However, conservatives soon joined progressives in STEMS criticism, albeit from other angles. During the neoconservative Reagan administration, the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) of the US Congress, which operated from 1972-1995, was terminated. The OTA had employed sociologists of science, including SKAT founder Daryl Chubin, and produced reports for Congress on acid rain, healthcare, global climate change, and polygraphs. In today's antiscience and anti-intellectual zeitgeist in the US, its closure is unsurprising, but it marked a profound change in how US STEM policies were to be formulated.
In Scandinavia, in sharp contrast, progressive social scientists were thinking about STS questions in relation to technology and labor force policies in units often linked to governments. A major goal was moderating the effects of the introduction of computer and information technologies into workplaces. In France, little work would look like STS to Anglo-American scholars, and there were few institutional sites (Bowker and Latour 1987) . But there was Bourdieu's (1975) work on the scientific field, and the Center for the Study of Innovation at the Ecole des Mines.
In India, development of modern technoscience was fundamental to state-making during and after British colonial rule. As its benefits were neither justly nor democratically distributed, it provoked considerable, largely Marxist critique that was vividly captured in Ny's (1988) In East Asian countries, history of science and technology were avidly pursued and distinctively inflected nation-based STS groups gradually emerged. This was often through critical science movements such as the South Korean STS group started under Japanese colonial dictatorship (e.g., Quet and Noel 2014). As Lin and Law's (2015) Based in American sociology, SKAT was established in the ASA in c1987. Naming SKAT very much engaged issues of breadth, adding the word "knowledge" explicitly to broaden its scope. 9 Contrary to traditional sociology of science, this signaled SKAT's interest in the content as well as structures of science. And we have grown to fit our name by including such domains as finance and the social sciences as objects of study (e.g., Sweeney 2015) . Another radically pluralist STS effort inside American sociology was SKAT-founders' Susan Cozzens' and Tom Gieryn's (1990) co-edited Theories of Science in Society featuring functionalists, interactionists, feminists, constructionists, and (neo)Marxists, etc. I was honored to be an invited contributor. To introduce STS to sociology, Leigh Star was invited around 1988 to edit a special issue of Social Problems, journal of the SSSP. 10 A paragraph from her introduction captures the progressive feminist spirit of those times:
Our key questions here are those of general political theory and of feminist and third world liberation movements: Cui bono? Who is doing the dishes? Where is the garbage going? What is the material basis for practice? Who owns the means of knowledge production? The approach begins in a very plain way with respect to science and technology by first taking it "off the pedestal" [Science Off the Pedestal was the title of a book (Chubin and Chu 1989) ] 11 -by treating science as just something that people do together. Some of this means looking at science and technology as the occasion for people to do political work-not necessarily by other means, but fairly directly. Science as a job, science as practice, technology as the means for social movements and political stances, and science itself as a social problem-collectively, these articles take science/technology as the occasion for understanding the political and relational aspects of what we call knowledge (Star [1995, 3] 2016, 15).
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See Social Problems 35, 1988 . This became the core of her edited book (Star 1995) .
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Science Off the Pedestal was Chubin and Chu's (1989) introduction to STS. These issues still "matter." 12 The "science wars" of the 1990s, harbingers of neoliberalism, then set STS and feminist STS back in serious ways, repressing our progressive roots and critical edges (e.g., Hilgartner 1997; Hess 2009). Sadly, the "science wars" then fused with the "culture wars" that continue relentlessly in the US and elsewhere. The fact that "science is politics pursued by other means" (Latour 1983, 167-8 ) is now hypervisible. Happily, we are also seeing a renaissance of the critical edges of STS (e.g., Benjamin this Thematic Collection; Murphy 2012) and many other disciplines and specialties. 
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A second source of STS inspiration was the West Coast Socialist Feminist Study Group in the late 1970s, where I met Donna Haraway, Judy Stacey, Gayle Rubin, and others. Third, the women's health movement shaped my feminist and anti-racist STS vision and scholarship. In the Committee to Defend Reproductive Rights, I worked on sterilization abuse, a vicious form of medical racism and sexism, often with eugenic roots. We published in The Socialist Review, produced by students, faculty, and activists from the San Francisco Bay Area--Steve Epstein later served on the editoriaI collective! Haraway's (1985) "cyborg manifesto" first appeared there, as did my paper on anti-racist reproductive rights organizing (Clarke and Wolfson 1984) . These were collected in Women, Class and the Feminist Imagination: A Socialist-Feminist Reader (Hansen and Philipson 1990) .
Such initiatives helped generate transdisciplinary and transnational feminist reproduction studies (e.g., Clarke 1983; Clarke 2009), including the excellent Council on Anthropology and Reproduction (CAR), founded in 1979, which is transdisciplinary in practice. 14 An early, more STS endeavor was The Cyborg Handbook including my paper (Clarke 1995) , illustrated in Figure 13 . An additional influence when I returned to grad school at UCSF in 1980 was another student, Leigh Star. Leigh had earlier participated in Ruth Hubbard's and others' Genes and Gender projects at Harvard (e.g., Star 1979) , and became my mentor in STS. 15 My faculty advisor was medical sociologist Anselm Strauss (Figure 15 ), a strong STS advocate.
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I honor her early work on simplification in Clarke (2016) .
Significant here, we were all then identified tribally by theoretical tradition--often quite rigidly. Kuhn's (1962) concept of paradigm quickly took hold, doing valuable clarification work. But disciple-like loyalties often sustained gendered and racialized hierarchies. In co-founding SKAT in 1986, I along with Tom Gieryn, Sue Cozzens, Sal Restivo, Daryl Chubin, Henry Etzkowitz, and others worked against such narrow tribalism. I was a brand new PhD at 44, unemployed and terrified as well as honored to join the endeavor. After a postdoc at Stanford studying organizations, I was hired in 1989 by the Doctoral Program in Sociology at UCSF to replace Anselm Strauss, who had retired. There, I developed an STS emphasis deeply entwined with critical medical sociology, feminist, and postcolonial approaches. 
On the Scholarly Future of STS
I next briefly share several STS frustrations and offer recommendations to address them. Both are negative side-effects of STS's tremendous growth and popularity. Our specialty now draws many people to present at conferences and submit to journals who are inadequately trained in the field. This is painfully obvious to those of us who know the classic questions and works that broadly undergird studies of the production of knowledge. Therefore, I am using this occasion as a platform to call for better training of doctoral students and others interested in STS and for additional training opportunities. People find themselves in STS unexpectedly and dwell in institutions lacking such resources. It is requisite for students and newcomers to the specialty to be exposed to both the classical works and to core questions of STS and their manifestations at the contemporary cutting edges of our scholarship. The history of STS matters a lot in STS and beyond.
The time has come for on-line seminars as well as syllabi collections and other resources. Annual conferences might offer a differently themed session each year of "STS 101." For SKAT, this could be a table at the Round Tables that has assigned There are many other possibilities. If we want the quality of scholarship to improve, we need to enhance people's opportunities to learn--broadly and deeply.
My second concern centers on methods--really "theory-methods packages" (Star 1989 Lynch (2012, 452) , former editor of Social Studies of Science, recently noted: " [O] ver the past decade, I have been led to the sad conclusion that the volume of BADANT (Banal and Derivative Actor Network Theory) greatly exceeds the well-researched and broadly informative written work that rides under the ANT banner." I can attest the same is true for grounded theory and situational analysis, having reviewed hundreds of papers for co-edited volumes. 19 Greater attention to "theory-methods packages" is sorely needed in STS training. 20 Third, there is tremendous need for more explicit critique in reviewing STS papers and books, underscored by my former students' shock at the quality of what they review. Worse, I have read far too many STS books published by university presses that obviously were never sent out to appropriate reviewers. Presses opportunistically publish in our field without generating adequate stables of reviewers, a disservice to authors and STS both.
In terms of future STS directions, I am most excited about intersections among technoscience, gender, race, and (post)coloniality that were relatively invisible in early STS. The issues they pose are expanding dramatically. 21 As Warwick Anderson (2015, 652) argues:
Even if explicit recourse to postcolonial theory remains rare in science and technology studies, a postcolonial sensibility has infiltrated its critical scholarship….The imperial gaze sees smooth, inescapable global flows; postcolonial critics instead see messy, uneven politics and diverse, contending agents amid the historical debris. One key future direction, then, is analyzing these "messy, uneven politics and diverse, contending agents" vis-à-vis all kinds of sciences, technologies, and (bio)medicines. 22 One valuable contribution, especially for teaching and doctoral guidance, would be a volume delineating the historical development of STS in different countries /or regions.
Conclusions
I end with an excerpt from a candidate statement for SKAT office by Daryl Chubin that reflects the progressive science criticism movements that seeded STS: "I see the fledgling Section of Science, Knowledge, and Technology as an affirmation that a new generation of sociologists recognizes science and technology as problem-creating as well as problem-solving..." 23 This captures both the underlying politics and the significance of the shift to social studies of science, knowledge, and technology. It has indeed been an honor and a pleasure to be part of STS since 1982 and SKAT since its founding. Clarke and Charmaz (2014) and Clarke, Friese and Washburn (2015) . 20 For review articles, see the various STS handbooks. On social worlds/arenas theory as a "theory-methods package," see Clarke and Star (2007) and Clarke (2010) . 21 See also e.g., Fu (2007) and Anderson (2012) . 22 Anderson (2015:652) carefully notes that Latour's (1993) We Have Never Been Modern is "implicitly postcolonial. Thus an analysis that deconstructs imperial binaries such as nature-culture, modern-traditional, global-local builds on a postcolonial, or decolonizing, platform." 23 Quoted in Sweeney (2015:8, emphasis added) .
